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CA RN

• A discourse strategy based on enacting: 
signers show the actions, thoughts, 
feelings and sayings of characters from a 
full or partial character perspective

• A discourse strategy based on reporting: 
signers tell about the events and 
characters in the discourse from a full 
narrator perspective

For more, see e.g. Cormier & al. (2015), Jantunen (2017), Ferrara & Hodge (2018), and Hodge & Cormier (2019).

Constructed action and regular narration



For more, see e.g. Ferrara & Johnston (2014), Cormier et al. (2015), Jantunen (2017), Ferrara & Hodge 
(2018), and Puupponen (2018).

Argument 1: CA forms a continuum with RN

Argument 2: CA divides into three subtypes

Descriptive and theoretical objectives

Kinematics of head and torso movements in CA and RN



The three subtypes of CA on the CA–RN continuum

Overt CA
Many enacting articulators
Full character perspective

”snowman pulls back”

Reduced CA
Many enacting articulators
Partial character perspective

Subtle CA
Few enacting articulators
Partial character perspective

”snowman” LOOK-AT WAKE-UP (the boy’s eyes) BOOK

RN
No enacting articulators
Full narrator perspective

Unconventional, gradient and 
depictive (cf. gestural) language use

Conventional, discrete and 
descriptive (cf. lexical) language use



Data
1. Signers
• 5 native FinSL signers
• Ages between 30–60 years
• MoCap markers & head-mounted 

eyetracker

2. Content
• Textless Ferd’nand comic strips
• 3 strips per a signer
• "Sign as vividly as you can."

3. Statistics
• Altogether 15 stories
• Total video duration 10 min and 45 sec.
• Ca. 500 million characs. of num. data



MoCap

• Optical Qualisys Oqus 
motion capture system
• 8 infra-red cameras, 

recording speed 120 Hz
• Tracking 25 reflecting 

markers attached to the 
body
• For more info, visit 

http://www.qualisys.com
/cameras/oqus/



ELAN processing

Basic annotation

CA annotation

Extraction of frame numbers from MoCap data

Visualized MoCap data

Full HD video

CA articulators

CA role

CA type

Synchronization

Jantunen et al. (2012), Cormier et al. (2015), Burger et al. (2018), Salonen et al. (2018)



The sample

RN

subtle

reduced

overt

n=56

n=19

n=34

n=28

Duration 1Q≤3Q = 0,796–3,175 ms

Duration 1Q≤3Q = 0,550–1,239 ms

Duration 1Q≤3Q = 0,698–1,591 ms

Duration 1Q≤3Q = 0,689–1,806 ms

CA
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Data transformation in Matlab
Markers Joints

For more, see Toiviainen & Burger (2013)



MoCap animation



Investigated variables for SPSS analysis

Head movement

• Horizontal movement area of the 
head (bounding rectangle)

• Speed of the head movement 
(velocity magnitude)

• Acceleration of the head movement 
(acceleration magnitude)

Upper-torso movement

• Horizontal movement area of the 
upper-torso (bounding rectangle)

• Speed of the upper-torso 
movement (velocity magnitude)

• Acceleration of the upper-torso 
movement (acceleration 
magnitude)

For more, see
Burger & al. (2013)

Toiviainen & Burger (2013)

Independent variables: RN, subtle CA, reduced CA and overt CA.



Results

The significant (p<.05) results of the Kruskal-Wallis test. Note that RN is labelled non-CA.

1. 2.

3. 4.



Summary of the results

• The more CA there is, the larger tends to be the 
horizontal area on which the head and upper-the torso 
move (Figures 1 and 2).
• Moreover, the more CA there is, the faster and more 

rapid are the head movements (Figures 3 and 4).
• Significant differences are found only between the 

extremities (Figures 1–4).
• The members of the middle ground are not signifigantly 

different from their neighbours (Figures 1–4).



Discussion: the continuum argument

• Because significant differences between the CA types and RN were 
found only between the extremities and not between the members of 
the middle ground, and…

• Because the changes in the investigated parameters correlated 
positively with the amount of CA…

• We interpret the results to provide kinematic support for the continuum 
argument.

• By extension, the results also provide kinematic support for the 
ontological view that gestural features such as gradience and 
unconventionality are an inseparable part of language (e.g. Kendon 
2004; Enfield 2009; Jantunen 2017; Ferrara & Hodge 2018).



Discussion: the subtype argument

• The semiotically established three-part typology of CA 
seems to not have a kinematic counterpart.

• The reason for this is the ambiguous role of reduced CA in 
between subtle and overt CA: reduced CA is not 
significantly different from its neighbours and actually 
resembles overt CA kinematically.

• In other words, the results do not support the subtype 
argument in its present form but instead suggest a two-
part kinematic typology into strong and weak CA.



Strong and weak CA on the continuum

”snowman pulls back” ”snowman” LOOK-AT WAKE-UP (the boy’s eyes) BOOK

Unconventional, gradient and 
depictive (cf. gestural) language use

Conventional, discrete and 
descriptive (cf. lexical) language use

Weak CA
Few enacting articulators

Movement on small area
Movements of the head are slow and steady

Strong CA
Many enacting articulators
Full character perspective
Movement on large area
Movements of the head are fast and rapid

Partial character perspective

RN
No enacting articulators
Full narrator perspective



Conclusion

• We used MoCap technology to produce new kinematic 
information on head and upper-torso movements in CA and 
RN in FinSL narratives. 

• We evaluated the validity of two arguments concerning CA, 
namely that (i) it forms a continuum with RN and that (ii) it 
can be divided into three subtypes. 

• We found the data to support (i) but not (ii).

• We proposed a two-way kinematic division of CA into weak 
and strong types.
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